OPEN CALL FOR LOCAL PARTICIPANTS
KAMMER CAMPUS #FRIENDLY CONFRONTATIONS
16th-19th JANUARY 2020

Two boxing teams, one from Germany, one from Ghana, compete against each other in a theatre. Based on the idea of the boxing match as a ritualized confrontation between the opponents in order to become friends, the festival FRIENDLY CONFRONTATIONS is dedicated to the role of art institutions for a diverse society in a globalized world. The festival focuses on various creative perspectives from a global diaspora that come together with the idea of creating dialogues and new temporary spaces – spaces of encounter that question the traditional canon. A variety of contexts from visual and performing arts, pop, sport and politics will be friendly confronted with each other. With 1860 München, Heba Y. Amin, Onyx Ashanti, Max Czollek, Peggy Piesche, Joanna Tischkau, Nofar Sela a.o.

Starting from and in dialogue with the festival FRIENDLY CONFRONTATIONS, the KammerCampus, in collaboration with the online radio 80 k, feminist media producer and activist Diana McCarty and curator Katja Kobolt, invites students and young professionals from various disciplines to confrontative critical, theoretical and discursive program and radio making! The KammerCampus participants, together with festival artists and makers, will actively accompany the festival, boxing with the institutional status quos, through transverse formats spanning Seminar-Workshop-Public Talks-Theory Readings-Interviews-Streaming-Radio Plays- DJ Sets!

The festival FRIENDLY CONFRONTATIONS, curated by Julia Grosse und Julian Warner and organized by the Münchner Kammerspiele in cooperation with the Goethe Institut, will take place from 17 to 19 January 2020 in Munich.

CAMPUS OPEN for local participants
DATE Thursday 16.1. - Sunday 19.1.2020
LANGUAGES English, German (radio broadcasting is also possible in other languages spoken by campus participants, festival artists and audience)
HOW Münchner Kammerspiele will provide CATERING (in the theater canteen) & ticket for Munich public transport.

APPLICATION until January 10th 2020:
Local participants are still welcome to join by prior application/getting back to us by January 10th 2020 under kammercampusfc@gmail.com